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Looking

Large
No matter the size of your new business, this
team of experts has great ideas on how you can
project an image that says you are up to any
task: Jill Gibson Blyth of Softech Solutions,
Luke Soiseth of Mod & Company and Connie
David of C.J. David Enterprises.
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Use Contact Management Software
to Provide Top Line Services
Cultivating Relationships with Customers Is Easier When You Deploy CRM Solutions.
Jill Gibson Blyth
Special to New Business Minnesota

formation they were interested in, even if the
banker was not in. There was common information for each customer.

N

othing makes you look smaller and
less competent than not following
through, not managing the relationship with your customers. Conversely, if you
want to come across as a star with clients, it’s
critical that they feel like your top priority.
It all comes down to customer relationship
management. In today’s business environment
that means integrating key software to coordinate and track all of your customer communications so you never miss an opportunity to
meet their needs.
As you meet prospective clients, you store
their contact information in a robust database
or contact management program. Popular
CRM software titles include ACT!, SalesForce,
GoldMine and others. As you learn more about
your clients, you add that information to the
database: alternate phone numbers, birthdays,
spouses, children, desires for future purchases,
expansion plans, etc.
The best time to build your Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system is when
your first start your business. As the data for
each prospect or customer grows, you can start
generating all kinds of new information that
can help guide revenue growth.
CRM makes it easy to retrieve information
and communicate with customers. You can
send out email blasts with a coordinated follow-up. Depending on the program you use,
you can see what emails have been opened
and how many times. These “drip” campaigns
are “fire and forget” marketing effort based on
dynamic groups, each with a customized message.
The Problem
Over the years I’ve set up CRM systems for
businesses of all sizes. I come in and see people
manage customer information using Post-it
notes on folders, scraps of paper taped to their
computer monitors, an odd collection of selfmade spreadsheets and Word files. Data chaos.
They forget to call or send an invoice, and drop
the ball. They fail to deepen the relationship
and lose business.
A good example of this is with a local
bank that hired me to set up a CRM system.

When I arrived, each of the bankers had their
own information on their laptops. Most had
hand-written calendars or Franklin Planners.
When the bank manager, who had no access
to the hodge-podge of systems, asked for information, each banker scrambled to compile
their information. He received information
in Excel, Word and photocopies. No history
or follow-up. Nothing was centralized. It was
challenging and time wasting “data” conversion. The manager didn’t have the information
needed to see the collective sales pipeline and
drive growth.
The Solution
We put in a centralized ACT! CRM system
that included customized fields to help them
track key information and developed custom
reports to compile the data in a useful way. The
goal was to help them look at customers by
geography, number of visits per bank, if they
had children, were elderly, or plans for retirement. Armed with that information, the bankers could suggest a college fund, or retirement
alternatives, or which bank branch would be
most centralized for a workshop.
They were able to start targeting customers
with new products. The bankers became more
valuable to customers because they could address their needs. When a customer called in,
anyone could see the account and what in-

Getting Started
Many new businesses I’ve consulted with
wrongly think they can’t afford CRM. The system can be built in stages so it grows with the
needs of the business. The first step is to begin
with a basic system for tracking clients and
collect information that will help you make
more money.
You don’t want an electronic Rolodex. You
want data that answers questions and interface
with QuickBooks, Peachtree, Excel and Outlook. Then you want to get in the habit of doing customer data entry and include the habit
of consistent follow-up. This is how you manage your client relationship and how you do
business with them. Once defined, it enables
you to consistently deliver that to your clients.
This is where ACT! software comes in as the
data source that feeds the other applications.
For instance, you can set up a new client account in QuickBooks through ACT! or check
an account balance without so you don’t have
to jump between applications. QuickBooks
still does the invoicing, but ACT! prods you,
reminds you to take action on a client or manage a marketing campaign.
ACT! and other CRM software can even
help you use social networking to leverage
your company message. You can make your
system even more robust by using email marketing systems such as Swiftpage, which can
take integrated email marketing to a new level.
Swiftpage will let you know if an email you
sent has been opened, which is very useful to
know. If they are opening emails, that would
qualify them as a warm lead to follow up with
by phone.
I recently put together a series of 15 email
messages about technical tips, newsletters and
events I’m doing. The full series only went to
those who opened the first email and then
subsequent ones. You don’t want to send that
many emails unless they are open to it. It’s all
done automatically. If they don’t open one,
they don’t get any more.
You stay in front of them – top of mind

Blyth Continued on Page 5
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Use Good Design to Build a Big and Bold Brand
Take the Question of Size Off the Table So Prospects Focus on Your Capabilities.

S

By Luke Soiseth & Jana Soiseth
Special to New Business Minnesota

o, youse guys wants ta look bigger, eh? We
can make it happen and they’ll never
know what hit ‘em! We suddenly feel like
mobsters offering you a brand new start – new
name, new city, new face – or worse, the guy in
the dorm with the fake ID’s – “Hey, kid.You’re
Brandon Fettermeier now. Capice!”
But how your business is perceived is enormously important in terms of your reputation,
sales, growth and so on, and there are really
two ways to control perceptions: talking the
talk – branding and marketing; and walking
the walk – delivering on the brand promises
you make.
Talking the Talk
We are often asked by smaller businesses
to help them look larger. It’s really not all that
complicated to make improvements, considering where they’re coming from. Their website
is a template. Their logo was scribbled by them
on a napkin or by a “neighbor who loves art.”
Their marketing materials have nothing in
common. The list can go on, and on, and on.
In these cases success is not predicated on
our ability to make them look large, but their
ability to get behind the effort to look large
and move beyond the initial excitement of new
materials.
Those that don’t learn to “talk the talk” will
be right back to where they were within a year.
Those that do learn will succeed and begin
to believe in and work toward the successful
growth of their business with a renewed sense
of purpose.
To put this into context, 3M, with divisions
and employees from St. Paul to Singapore,
requires an almost herculean effort to keep
everyone “on-brand.” It’s next to impossible
when you have tens of thousands of employees
speaking hundreds of languages in 50 different
cultures. But a smaller business or organization
has many fewer “brand touchpoints” (or those
points where your customer comes in contact
with your business, product or service in any
way) and therefore can more easily control
what happens at each of these interactions.
It is here – at the brand touchpoints – that
you manage “brand perceptions,” including
the perception of size.
Managing the Perception of Size
The first dead giveaway that you’re small
is, as stated above, poor design. That’s the bad
news. The good news is that due to the plethora of talent in these Twin Cities and the incredible technological revolution of the past 20

years, any business or organization can (and
really must) invest in high quality marketing
and design.
The impact of good design on your image
is significant, especially when you consider all
the place design comes into play: logo, business cards, letterhead, envelopes, brochures,
presentations, signage, vehicle graphics, website, e-newsletter and/or whatever else is appropriate.
We’ve helped many clients of varying sizes,
establish, refresh, refocus and stay on course
with maintaining their brand. Branding can
be quite simple when stripped down to its
most basic tenet – know what you want to
say and say it consistently. Figuring out what
you want to say, crafting the message(s) for
your audience(s), applying it visually, making
it compelling and extending it across all those
touch points requires research, planning, and
real expertise.
Over time and with the right people at the
helm, you can manage those perceptions in
the marketplace and appear larger, taking the
question of size off the table so prospects focus
on your capabilities.
Remember, too, that those brand touchpoints go beyond your branded materials to
include how you dress, how you answer the
phone, how your lobby and meeting areas
look, where you advertise, and so much more.
So what was once the realm of only large
corporations – high quality design wrapped in
a powerful brand – is now available to mom
and pop shops. If you still want to look small
and the implication that you may also be out
of touch or just plain lazy, all you have to do is
ignore your brand.

Walking the Walk
We leave this for last because it’s so obvious.
You can’t just act big, you have to be big. And
that doesn’t mean in terms of size, but in terms
of delivery. You have to work extra hard to
deliver beyond what other similar sized competing businesses do. You have to offer a more
expansive set of products or services. You have
to walk the walk, as it were.
This doesn’t mean trying to do something
you’re not good at. We learned long ago this
leads to failure and the perception on the client’s part that we are too … small.
Instead you need to be the resource that can
bring the capability to your clients. Having the
ability to draw on a large network of people so
you can deliver your customer to what they
want – even if you don’t do it – makes you
seem LARGE.
In the end, you want to look only as large
as you can deliver, because if you fail on that
delivery, your customer will feel duped and be
gone. Not unlike that fake ID the bouncer tore
up right in front of your brand new date.
Luke Soiseth, co-founder of Mod & Company,
along with partner Jana Soiseth, are in their 10th
year of providing businesses and organizations of
all sizes the marketing and design services, tools
and expertise they need to achieve more customers, more donations, more visitors, or more people perceiving them as exactly how they want to
be perceived. They can be reached at:
(612) 238-3930
lsoiseth@modandco.com
and jsoiseth@modandco.com
www.modandco.com.

Packaged Services Offer Affordable Resrouces

You’ll Look Large When a Legal and Business Advice Network Has Your Back.
IRS Audit
Here’s a scary scenario: The IRS says they
are going to audit you. You get that horrible
letter saying you owe back taxes. One of the
things you get is access to a tax attorney who
will assist you with that audit. Fax the letter to
your attorney and any supporting documents.
Your attorney will advise you how to contact
the IRS and resolve the problem. If it is an actual audit, they will sit with you to protect your
rights and defend you on legal grounds.

By Connie David
Special to New Business Minnesota

A

s a new business owner you probably
don’t want to hear about problems that
await your enterprise like some mugger in a dark parking ramp. Unfortunately
problems in business come with the territory,
so the best you can do is be prepared.
That’s where looking large comes in. If you
look large, people expect large things. They
take you seriously because you can take care
of yourself and have access to the necessary
resources similar to those of most established
businesses, from legal to human resources.
One of the more common mistakes I see
among startups is that they wrongly assume
that they can’t afford professional services.
That leads them to take risks or let problems
slide. Deferring problems doesn’t make them
go away, it just makes them more expensive.
Many entrepreneurs I run into are surprised
to learn that there is such a thing as pre-paid
legal services: a low, monthly membership fee
that means legal help is just a phone call away.
Just like medical, homeowner or auto insurance, it’s there when you need it.
Over the years, I’ve seen numerous small
businesses not only resolve legal problems, but
also avoid them because they had affordable
advice with their legal plan. When it’s affordable, you make full use of legal counsel from
the mundane to the serious.
Here are some examples of how common
problems have been addressed.
Defending Yourself
One of our clients, a printer, ended up in
a dispute with a supplier who claimed he was
owed money. The printer was being threatened
with a lawsuit. For the monthly membership
he was able to get a letter written by an attorney that solved the problem.
He wasn’t just projecting a larger image, he
actually had a large law firm standing behind
him. He could say, “You’ll be hearng from my
lawyer” and mean it. The other party will know
they’re in for a fight if it’s not resolved, which

Blyth Continued from Page 3

–their mind without having to pick up the
phone. Use your phone to do other things and
to call into a “warm” client and get a higher
success.
This will really help boost sales. With the
tie in with the major social media sites like
LinkedIn, Facebook or Plaxo, Twitter and help
others link to you, when you prepare to call a
client, a tab will pop up in their account and

means they are often more open to withdraw,
settle or mediate.
Collections
As your business grows, you will certainly
run into challenges with customers failing to
pay you. By incorporating your attorney in the
process, you can greatly improve your collections. You send a series of three letters, each
progressively more insistent. The final letter is
from your attorneys, who turn out to be pretty
good at recouping money for clients.
The bottom line is that when people get a
letter from an attorney they take it a lot more
seriously than if they get it from you.
Review Documents
When it comes to signing your own fate,
signing a document you don’t fully understand is an easily avoidable mistake. Even after
a carefully reading, many people don’t see the
unexpected fees hidden in the small print with
the big words were hidden fees. The large print
giveth and the small print taketh away.
Whether it’s a contract, lease or any other
agreement, it only takes a minute to fax it to
your attorney for review. It’s always easier to
take care of up front rather than after the fact.

you can check out their latest Facebook or
LinkedIn postings. It makes it much easier to
connect when you’re better prepared.
Finally, the most important thing is to get
started with a sound foundation in CRM. You
can build and expand as your needs grow. The
benefits to your bottom line begin when you
do.

Business Advice
The way our business services are set up
these days, you have access to our national
network of business consultants, who have at
least seven years experience in business, marketing, design, web development, accounting
and others areas.
Let’s say you have a question about how to
handle an HR issue, you can talk to someone
to guide you through it. Fax or email it, within
one to two business days get an answer researched by that consultant.
Should you use direct deposit or write a
check for payroll? What are the pros and cons?
Is there a good template to use for preparing
a budget? We have a web site with tons of resources, including documents for almost any
situation. Just because you’re on your own
doesn’t mean you have to be alone. By using
packaged legal and professional resources, you
can turn to an affordable network of professionals for assistance when you need it most.
Connie David, the owner of C. J. David Enterprises, has been working with small businesses to help them level the playing field with
larger businesses with the use of packaged legal
and business services. She is a member of the
Minneapolis Regional Chamber of Commerce;
Quorum, the Twin Cities GLBT Chamber of
Commerce; and is available as a public speaker.
She can be reached at:
(612) 695-6991
connie@conniedavid.com
www.connied_42.greatcareerplan.com

Jill Gibson Blyth,President/CEO of Softech
Solutions, offers customized contact management software and marketing solutions. She has
more than 20 years experience in database technology and is a Certified Platinum ACT! consultant. She can be reached at:
(612) 309-5709
jill@SoftechSolutionsllc.com
www.SofttechSolutionsllc.com.

